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Erratum

Convergence of Local Charges and Continuity Properties
of B^-ϊnclusions
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The bound implied by Corollary B.2 in the appendix, while being correct, is not, as
stated there, optimal in general, but may be considerably improved. The optimal
bound is given in the following proposition:

Proposition, Under the assumptions of Corollary B.2 the optimal bound in Proposition
B.I is
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Proof. If ΛO = 0 then dQ = co, and one obtains the bound already described in
Corollary B.2. The same is true in the general case if d^d0.

So assume do<ao and d>d0. Then condition (B.I9) cannot be satisfied by hλ for
λ>λQ. From (B.27) one finds the lower bound

inf F(k)7z lim sup F(hλ)~λ0(d — d0) . (1)

An upper bound can be obtained by inserting the functions h{χ] into (B.2) with

where kn is a ^-sequence (]"/:„ = 1, kn>0, kn->δ).
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Then lim J h^ = — d, and from the mean value theorem

(s)) -λ0 ~ (d-do)kn(s) , (3)

inf lim F(/zf)^lim inf F(hλ)-λ0(d-d0) . (4)
λ> XQ n~>• oo

hence

Thus lim F(hλ) = Fλo exists and

inf F(k)=Fλo-λ0(d~d0) . (5)

The Proposition follows now from Proposition B.I. q.e.d.
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